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A Race Toward a Future?

A'Nuclear
ArmsN arrati ve
This week's feature "A Race Toward a
Future? A Nuclear Arms Narrative" is
edited from a "Minicourse on Nuclear
War" produced by Ground Zero. Ground
Zero "is a lion-partisan education project
committed to educating and involving the
A merican people on the issue of nuclear
war.

weapons is now ten toris of TNT for every
person on the earth.
Although people don't agree on exactly
why there is an arms race, the U.S. and
U.S.S.R. have been deeply engaged in one
since-l946. Although there have been some
limited agreements to slow weapons testing
and development (the Test Ban Treaty of
1963'and SALT I in 1972), the U.S. and
HE'DESIRE
TO keep the .Nazis
Soviet Union have rapidly expanded their
:" ;;' :.. from getting.. nUcle.ar bomb . 'arsenals of nuclear' weapons from only one
::
drove scientists from several
between them in 1946.toover 50,000 in 1982.
Judging exactly who is leading the arms
::
'nations
to work on. the
Manhattan . Project for' the ' race is difficult because there are so many
development of the first atomic bomb. On
variables aridnothing quite equals anything
July 16,1945, the first atomic bomb, code
else. The U.S. is ahead in total numbers 'of
named Trinity, was exploded at Alarnagorstrategic nuclear warheads while the Soviet
.do, New Mexico,Thosewhowork(:d
on the, , Unjon.lea.ds,in,ntlmber.s:. "f_,mi~sHe5 and,
project
were stunned byijle
'sheer'
bombers iilmegatons iiI their arsenal', U.S~
magnitude of the explosiQnwhich,was the
missiles are generally more accurate in
equivalent of twenty, thousand tons,/ of
delivering their warheads while Soviet
warheads are, larger. When all of' the
TNT.
Given access .to the right fissionable
variable factors are considered, it seems
materials, nuclear weapons are not that
that the two countries are roughly equal in
difficult to make. Most modern nations
strategic strength at this time.
have the capacity to make them. Once
There are enormous problems involved
constructed, nuclear weapons destroy in
in trying to. defend against nuclear
weapons. Neither the U.S: or the Soviet
three ways: blast, heat and radiation.
Union have been able to build an effective
Twin revolutions in the explosive power
'antiballistic missile (ABM) system, Largely
of nuclear weapons and the speed and
forthat reason, both countries agreed to a
accuracy, and range of nuclear weapons
very limited deployment (one battery of
delivery systems have radically changed the
missiles per country) in the SALT I
world that existed at the end 'of World War
II so that whole countries can now be , "ABM Treaty."
The task of creating a civil d.efense
destroyed in a matter of hours. The first
system also encounters enormous obstacles.
atomic bomb was 5,000 times more
The Soviet Union has a muchlarger civil
powerful than a conventional .bomb of the
same weight. Only five years after that; the ' defense system than 'the United States, but
there is much debate about its effectiveness.
first'. hydrogen bomb was ,already sixty,
There is serious doubt about whether either
evacuation or shelter building would be of
much value in a nuclear war.
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Ground Zero Boise
The effects of a one megaton nuclear bomb on the city of Boise.

Within the
radius of:

Percentage
Deaths

Fire
Damage
extensive
-IY2 mi.
fireball
98
.flashburns
extensive.
fire stormt
I'Vz-3 mi.
50
3rd deg. burn,
extensive
5
lire. storm
3 -5 mi.
'45 injured
3rd deg. burns
extensive
5 -7 mi.
25 injured
2nd deg. burns
tFirestorms are caused by thermal radidtionand winds

Radiation
maximum
exposure

PSI (Pressure/Sq In
12 - 20

exposure
sickness

5

exposure
sickness

2

fallout
,I
reaching as fast as 300mph.

A scenario of the effects of a nuclear attack has been tailored to fit the Boise model, an
application based on the New Manhattan Project,
The projection operates from the premise that Boise could be the target of a nucle-ar
attack. and that that attack would destroy the city.
It states that the blast Boise would receive from an ICBM launched a half an hour
prior could be"80 times more powerful than the Hiroshima bomb."
"Within milli-seconds everything directly beneath the blast and within one and half
mile radius would bc pulverized, then literally vaporized,"it
reads.
In addition to the destruction of the state capital, City Hall, the Idaho First building,
and Boise Cascade building, it states, "98 percent of the population at the center of our
city would be killed immediately by heat approaching that of the sun and an overpressure
of 20 pounds per square inch."
There would be a possibility for survival for those protected against the initial blast
that are beyond the one and a half mile mark from ground zero, the center point of a
nuclear blast. However, shockwaves and winds would demolish buildings arid flash fires
WOllI(\erupt::Vnprotccted people. will.be.blowndown
"as their clothing spontaneously:"
ignited."
':
:-..~,~.,,', ':.
,
. . .
Adequate medical attention wouldn't be possible because St. Lukes and St. Alphonsus
would be ruined. Survivors within seven miles from ground zero would "encounter an
uninhabitable environment, radiation sickness, and long-term genetic effects."
See related story on page 3 and BSU Ground Zero Convocation Agenda in the Boise
Primer on pa!?e 8,
.~
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ASBSU Budget:

Of Dt~llars Atid,Sense
by Colleen Bourhill
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FTER NEARLY 30. hours
of
presentations, delibera.tion,
.: ••.. ::. and ali' occasional
heated
debate, J 982-83 funding for all
student organizations was .
slashed from a requested $537,870 to an
amount just over $248,000. The process
extended over two days. Saturday, the FAB
(Financial Advisory Board) considered,
each budget request separately, .posting
time schedules so that an organization
could send representatives to defend and
The first nuclear war was one-sided and
lasted only three days. Soon .after he
explain funding needs. Sunday,FAB
became President, Harry Truman was
members voted on the budget proposals,
.
.
briefed about
new U.S. weaponof vast'
cutting. most by half.
Fallout areas at I. hour.after a nuclear
destructive
power that was nearing
The ASB Budget Hearings are held each
attack on U.S; Militarylnstallations
completion, He approved the appointment
spring to determine where ASBSU Reserve
of the Interim Committee which vvastO
Funds will be spent the foUowingflScal
"study . with . great . care . the. impliCations
year. $17.50 is deducted from the.fees ,of
~hichthe new weapon might have for us."
each. full-time student and placed in. the
,lnspiieofrecommendations
by a number
account. After· the '..Dudget. hearings, the
of scientists todenionstrate the bomb in an
FABsubmits .its .recommendations to the
'unpopidatedarea
before dropping it on .a. ' ASBSU President.' The presidenttheri'
city, the. Interim COmmittee .recommended.
.presents it to. the ASBSU senate' for final
approval.
'.
, .'
'.
,'oil Junel,
1945,:that the,bomb should be
used agiunst the enemy witJ10ut warning
. 39cllmpus
orgarnzations
submitted
and as quicklYa.!! possible. The fear that a
budgets fOfconsideration at the ~eariilgs.
million. American's, might be killed or
. Included' are the StudeJ:lt Programs Board.
Ftilloutareasat24hoursafleranudear
wounoed in the invasion of Japan was a
(~PB),radio.
. station. KBSU,and
.the
auack on U;S. Mililary/nslalfations
"Iarge factor in the decisicin. ' .
.
Intramur!lls group,servillg
··the,largest'
IL----------....,.~;.-~-:--·....,.~I Hitoshima, which had so far been . number of students and usually ,receiving
. times more powerful thanth~atomicuntouchedby,thewar,
was chosen for the
thelargestbudgets.',:i.'
bomb. A smglemissile
caD deliYer ;;a . first bomb.' OriA1Igust
'6"i94S,'
an
HoweVer, I:'epresei1tativ~;ai'oiilJhe three
warhead more powerful' than all" of the
American 8-29 named Enola Gay dropped
.organizations,
f;;:et. :thatthe'
hUdge.ts
bombs dropped on'(}ermany·inWorJd
II the firstatmnicb1iml:lpntJiroshima.Three
recomni~nded~e
no( tilrgeenouglj.: to
. and place it within;l hundre(iY!irdsofIUlY 'daY$laief;ll,
secQn4.~inb wasdr':lpped on
'.maintain services at thi:presen'f leve1;l'¢ri'y
~arget. The destructive power of nuclear'
,¢o.ntinu~dlo page 3-:
SpitZer, 'director of tJt~ ··Iiltr.ilInutals;

The Bomb That's

Coming to Dinner
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requested $47,698.50 to provide, supervision for the weight room, swimming pool,
and other facilities available for informal
use in the Multi-Purpose Pavilion next fall.
"It's hurting the students'," Spitzer said.
"I ran a program for $24,000 last year. My
facilities' are ,doubling and I've only got
$30,000 to run it with next year. Students
paid through the guts for (the Pavilion} but
I can't keep the doors open."
The FAB voted to cut pool lifeguard
hours (rom 62.5 to 15hours per week.FAB .
members maintained
that many paid
positions inthe pavilion could be staffed by
, either. volunteers or .paid personnel :who
supervise more than one activity during a
shift.
"
Spitzer disagreed. "We probably will be
open less hours next year;" she Said,11lere
are liability laws that require supervision
for activities like swimming and wei8htliftmg, she continued.'
:.
'.
Many campUS lectures, fdms,conc:erts '
and other entertainment ~e sponsored by
. t4e: SPB. Allocate<t:, $82,450 out of a
proposedbudgetof':$175,70S,
the SPB
must use$36,BOOofthe
funding to put on
onCconcert by a major performer.
" With enough money'to bririg a major act '
to the Boise area, FAB members hope to
,make>a profit.!argeenough
to make. the
SPBself-supporting."Wewant
~omebody
good; 't'said FABcha!rpersonTony.·
Lund.
'!We):!Cll'twant
just an average band.
:We've.gotachiin~et().get
SPB .off'our
backs; but it nlay b~\a-o~~:,time ,'5OOt/'< ,
'Coniinuefi 10pageJ- '.
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6 - 11:30 Weekdays

6· 2:00 Weekends

~ATTHE . VilLA

S

H

12
J

BOISE AVE. OFf CAPITAL BLVD.
EGGS, HASH BROWNS •.TOAST

OR CAKES, MEAT OF THE.DAY

I

COFFEE OR TE~NLY

~=;:::::;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;~~

$2.49

~fieldS;

Weddings begin at

I .•.·

Geor~e's
Li~htwei~ht
0%' off

15
'.
0 and engagement

Bicxcles
Boise's, Oldest

all wedding

rings

purchased before June 30thI

PEUCiEOT

open unfil 9:00 p.m. Friday

Hoff Building

Deale'"r

1119 BrQadway
343-3782

•
~

• 343-3172 . C1rro

• All new models in stock
Ii One

year's free service
with every new bike

GET A HEAD START

IN A NUCLEAR CAREER.
#, .....

: '.'

'.

II

I

I
\

C'J)~Br.r

II
I

I

i

• SOUP.

• SALAD
'. SANDWICHES
• DEER
• WI .. E

• SODA
MOIIday ~ 'lluJrse:fay

3p!!toC~

..

,

Buy. Oft. large

....
_1
;
i

;

SGIId_1dt

and get a PHdNr.of
Beer.for GIlly $1"

1
l

112 Dlock $0. of Uni'~etslty on Dtoodwoy'
" Mon-Thurl0:30'amfolO

pm

.

l0:30amfo

7 pm

.
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Fri-SO~ 10:30 ern.toII pm
SUnday

Train for a career as a Nuclear Propulsion Officer inthe Navy.
The Navy has the most advanced nuclear equipment in
the world. and needs advanced nuclear trained officers to
maintain and operate it.
The graduate level training you'll receive in this
program could cost S30.000. As a Nuclear Propulsion
Officer. you'll be rewarded with increased responsibilities
and promotion potential.
QUALIFICATIONS: Age-19to 27% years old.
Education-Working
towards (or have completed) BA or
BS degree.
.
Citizenship-C.S.
citizenship required.
Applications may be submitted after completion of
sophomore year.in college .. If you think rruclear propulsion
is your future. then you know the Navy is the place to
begin. Call the Naval Management_Programs Office for
more information.

.'
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See Clark 'Owsley

at the Student Union

. tod~yfiom-9~m to
<.

41'tn.
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New's--Real

Ground

~y Pacific News' Radio

by .Colleen Bourhill

Risk of War
A Harvard Medical School professor
saysthe risk of nuclear war is increasing,
dueto incompetence, mental instability and
drug abuse among soldiers at nuclear
weapons facilities. Dr. James Muller says
the Army removes S ,000 soldiers. from
nuclear assignments each year--mostly for
alcohol or drug abuse-including about 250
each year dismissed for using LSD or
heroin.
.
The risk of an accidental nuclear attack
grows, Muller says, as the superpowers
build more complicated weapons--reducing
the warning time before an attack-and as
third world countries gain access to nuclear
arms, without the technical expertise to
control them. "We've gotten away" with
avoiding an accidental nuclear war, Muller
says, "for 20 or 30 years, but we can't get
away with it forever." Manchester
Guardian, Apri13.

'~Why do we need to have the ability to
the arms race will be held later in the day.
kill every man, woman; and child on the
The first will deal with the human
face of the earth four or five times? Why do
implications of the nuclear armament race
we increase the number of our nuclear
and the second will feature discussion of
weapons in order to negotiate an agreement
alternatives ,to a buildup of nuclear
to -.stop the increase in our nuclear
weapons.
weapons?" .
John Smalec, Coordinator for Idaho
Dr. James Maguire,
an associate
Interfaith Peace Fellowship, will also speak
professor at BSU, posed these questions at
at .the convocation. "This issue is of the
a press conference for the Ground Zero
highest priority in our world today,"
Convocation, a series of discussions and
Sma lee said, "and it simply concerns
presentations exploring the nuclear arms
reversing" the present arms race.. The
issue. The event will be held in the BSU . nuclear arms race is not simply a political
SUB Ballroom on Thursday, April 22,
issue-s-it is a moral and spiritual issue."
from 9 am to 7 prn, There is no admission
"I would strongly urge aH concerned
charge.
citizens of all- religious persuasions to
The Ground Zero Convocation will
seriously consider their priorities and join
'feature i speakers.
slide and
video
us on April 22 ... to engage in an open forum
presentations,
group discussions,
and
on the moral, political, sociological. and
access to community organizations ineconomic implications of our present
volved with the issue of the nuclear arms
nuclear arms-race, Smalec continued. "The
race. The keynote speaker will be Bishop
first step in our responsibility concerning
Sylvester Treinen, leader of the Catholic
this issue is awareness through education."
Church in Idaho. Two panel discussions on
Janice Pavlic, a BSU student and a
member of the Ground Zero Task Force,
urged student participation in the event.
another year, it just won't." Although
"The ways to become involved with the
Leggett did not expect funding for
arms race ... are to become informed. Learn
broadcasting equipment from the FAB, she
about the nuclear arms race. Place yourself
plans to appeal to the senate for a lump
in a motivational
setting.
Join
a
sum to cover immediate needs.
group ... and organize to affect long and
The University News was not included in
short term change."
the ASS Budget Hearings. A contract is
The BSU Ground Zero Convocation is
negotiated for The News at a: separate
part of a nationwide project, Ground Zero
meeting. The FAB did, however, establish a
Week. committed to the non-partisan
$53,000 ceiling for the newspaper pending
education of the American people on the
contract negotiations.
subject of nuclear war.
. A budget totaling $68,500 was approved
for ASBSU administrative
expenses in
1982-83. Service awards.
travel. and
promotional costs, and office supplies for
,
"',
.
the student government are included in' the
amount.
An increase in the service award for
......'..
-'.
ASBSU President was approved by the
FAB. If approved by the ASBSU Senate.
the monthly award will increase from $400
to $Soo.
President-Elect Marlyss Fairchild will be
sworn into office Wednesday. Present at
the FAB hearings as a student-at-Iarge, she
felt that the extra hours she will put into her
job make. a pay raise necessary. As
president. Fairchild's student registration
fees will be paid and she will have full
access to SAGA food service.
At Wednesday's ASBSU Senate Meeting, .
Although planning to quit next fall
payment was stopped on service awards for
because of a heavy class load, Chief Justice
three KBSU radio employees.
Brad Garner resigned his Judiciary position
Marla Leggett, KBSU General Manager;
at the weekend budget.hearings, "Marlyss
Mary Collings, and Mike Adkins iwere
had a lot of gall to give herself a raise,"
found to bein violation of Senate Act #24,
said Garner,
upset
over. the FAR"
which 'requires recipients of service awards
recommendation
that Associate Justice
to be full time BSU students.
The
awards be reduced to $7S.
Registrar's Office classifies Leggett and
The FAB~udget recommendations must
Collins as part time students. No records
now be passed on the ASBSU President
have been found for adkins.
Tony Lund. From there' the budget will
"I suggest we check on all the
pass through the old ASBSU Senate and on
organizations for verification of full time
to the new ,ASBSUPresident.
Marlyss
status," said Senator Helen Holt.
Fairchild. The new ASBSU Senate must
'Presently the Registrar's
Office is
give final approval
to the budget.
checking the student status of all members
Traditionally, the budget passes through all
of ASBSU organizations receiving service
stages with only minor changes to the FAB
awards.
proposal.

Corporate' Crime
The recession isn't the only reason for
the rising number of business failures: an
Atlanta security firm says asmany as 30
percent of all bankruptcies can be traced to
white-collar crime. Paul Hilf at Advanced
Security says, for every dollar lost to
shoplifters, businesses lose $IS to crooked
executives-sand it's trusted, experienced
executives who do the most stealing. The
typical corporate thief, Hilf says, has been
working with the company about nine
years. and began to steal about six years
after joining the firm. U.S. News & World
Report. April 19.

Revolutionary
Computer Revolution'
An expert on artificial intelligence says
the term "computer revolution" could
soon take on a new andmore violent
meaning. Dr. Joseph Weizenbaum of
M.LT. says there's a growing
communications gap creating two classes of
Americans-those who have access to
computers. and those who don't.
Weizenbaum predicts the gap will widen
over the years, as some Americans learn to
profit from home and office computers,
while others are frozen out of the
technology completely. "The separation
will become unbridgeable.," Weizenbaum
says, and could result in violence as serious
as that in Northern Ireland. "My hunch."
he says, "is that the division will be pretty
much along class and race lines. As usual,
the poor will get poorer, and the well-off
.will continue to be well-off and will
continue to receive the tools that make it
possible to be well-off." injoWorld, April

12:

.

V eterans" Problems
Linked to Chemicals
An Australian medical study says
Vietnam veterans may.be right when they
claim their high rates of psychological
problems are linked to exposure to toxic
chemicals, such as Agent Orange. used
during the war, Mdbourne Doctor
Malcolm Barr says veterans'.psychologicll!
problems--which American.doctors have
blamed on stress-ere actually the result of
brairiabnormalities in the veter~s; similar
to those caused by mercury, lead or carbon
monoxide poisoning.
But the specific emotional symptoms. ~
. Barr says, are unique among Vietnam
veterans, because unlike heavy metal
poisoning, problems appear to'grow
progressively worse fong afterthe expcsurr:
has taken. pla(;c. Th.ecombination of .
symptoms, the.doctorsays~-affecting
emotion,memory, fatibl1~ and v'ision-:"may
result from the interacuon of different
chemicals used in Viemam,The results of
Barr's study, which he says is the f:;-stLC
scientificaHyexamine the reasons for
veterans' .psychological problems, willbe
forwarded to aU .S. Senate committee
investigating the use of pestiCides and
herbiCides in the war: TheAustralian~
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Carole Golder, advisor for SPB, resented
the emphasis placed on revenue generating
events by the FAB. '''I'm afraid that some
of the programming needs for students will
not be met because of the great emphasis
placed on money-making events such as
concerts.
The areas
that
do not
traditionally pay for themselves, such as
films and lectures ... might suffer because
they are not seen as money-generating and
-therefore won't be funded."
..
"The f~ee danc~ and free picnic.v.have
been cutout.' I think students are being
charged too much all the time. There ought
to be events that can be offered free.
The Fine Arts program
was also
eliminated from the SPB. "I personally feel
that the demand is more toward concerts,"
Terry Ratliff said. "With this new pavilion,
that's all you hear on campus."
"(Fine arts) will be provided if it makes
money," Lund said. "If it doesn't make
money, why should we (fund it)? We've got'
a finite budget. We. can only support so
many things. If you start taking away from
the things students want, which I think is
concerts .. we'll be in a lot of trouble next
year when the pavilion opens and we don't
have the concerts ready." .
Traditionally, the Theatre Arts Department has received funding from the FAB to
help fund student productions. However,
because they are a department of the'
university and not a recognized club or·
'organization, they should not be receiving
ASBSU funding. The FAB decided,
therefore, to place the Theatre Arts
Department under the fine arts label.in the
SPB. "Let's face it," Lund said, "This is a
'front' organization."
Failing equipment needs to be replaced at
KBSU, according to station manager Marla
Leggett. "The equipment is really bad.
There is no way we can function on the
equipment we-have now. It won't ,last us

ASBSU Report:
.

• Continuedfrom

cover

The Bomb That's'
Coming to Drnner
N;:gasaki. Two' days·. after >that, Japan
surrendered and the first nuclear war
ended. Hiroshima and Nagasaki give us the
, only real pictures we have of what a nuClear
war is like. They also remind us that a
nuclear war can happen, because it has
h~ppened.··
.
~10st people agree that the world came
the doSestithas
bceritoa
second use of
nuch~r weapons in J9(l2 when the Soviet
tried .,rodeploy
nuclear-armed
.
lIes in Cu~a.At
fir~t,theSovieis
i ,jen:=d that they had offensivcHriissiles·
in
. ,..
".'

-
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About KBSU

Service Awards

by 'Colleen Bourhill

Cuba.
However,
in OCtober',
U.S.
reconnaissance photos brought unmistakable proof that Russian engineers were
building launch pads for missiles which had
the capacity .to reach every rnaiorAmerican
city. except Seat tIP-. 'President Kennedy
announced a. "quarantine"
of •Cuba on
October 23 and made it clear that no more
Russian' ships carrying military material
would be allowed accesstotheiSiand
.until
the missiles had been removed.
.
. Ai first, the Sovietresponse~vas unclear,
:but on October 26,Sovietshipsheaded
towards Cuba; halted and then slowly
turned around; Negoti!ltions continued and
. a deal was finally worked out. Both sides
had peered .over·.the precipice Of Iluclear
war and .made)he decision to: step back.
The result was a newcautiortand)obriety
in Soviet.~Amerkan. relations:
Another
reslJltwa~ the ~oviet Unjon's resolve n'ever
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Questions
Raised

Arms Narrati ve .
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to be caught againin aposition of nuclear
inferiority where it would have to back
down.
"War garners" in the Pentagon-and
probably also in the Soviet Union-spend
their time speculating .:about howJuture
nuclear wars might start. People-disagree
about the .likelihood of nuclear weapons
being usedagaih
and also about how it
might happen. Four scenarios. that illustrate
how itmighthappen
are: ac:li~is in the
Middle East; another Cuban missile crisis;
war in Germany; and an accidental war as a
result Qf technical malfunction.
.»

The Consequences o~
Nuclear War
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Editorial: Lou's Line
Re: . Lou Boyd's "Idaho-safe
place,
during Nrc/ear) attack." After examining
the two charts on the cover of this week's
paper, Idaho indeed may be safer than say,
Michigan or Virginia, but. with e.ven 50
percent fallout average who could 'or would
want to live here? Idaho's too' great to'
obliterate.
BM

Service Awards'
An open letter to Marlyss Fairchild:
I strongly protest the way in which the
service awards for Associate Justices of the
ASBSU were handled in FAB.
We were not informed when our service
.awards were to be discussed, nor given-a
chance to. defend the current amounts of
our service awards, before recommended
cuts were voted upon.
I also consider it extremely rude ior you,
as President-elect, whoplanned this payout
in advance, not to notify those to be cut in
advance. This move was quite a surprise to
me.
.
You ran on a platform of fairness and
responsibility. Voting for your own raise to
$500 per month, and then voting to cut the
service awards' of others by 25 percent,
without even giving these people the
. opportunity
to defend themselves, is
hypocrisy in its purest form.
It appears that we are headed for another
year of hypocritical student leadership.
Though this is only one of the reasons for
which I tendered my resignation from the
ASBSU Judiciary, it alone would b::
..sufficient.

.,

Brad Garner,Chief Justice
ASBSU Judiciary

Tuition'
A letter from the University of Idaho's
President Pro Tern appeared In the
University News a couple of weeks ago"
containing a direct but incomplete quote of
a statement
I made.
Because
its
implications lead people to the wrong
conclusions, I feel compelled to respond.
The tuition/fees controversy has been
with us year after year, and with each
passing legislative session, it comes back
stronger than the last. This past sessionthe
tuition bill failed by one vote. Next year it
will undoubtedly be back again and the
possibility of it passing, is stronger than
ever.
For the record, I am against the tuition
bill as it has been presented in the past. The
tuition/fees ~ystem, however, needs to be
restructured. Student monies should be
routed' into areas that directly benefit
students, i.e., instructional costs. Under the
current set-up, students have no real
guarantees as to where specifically their fee
money goes, but one area for certain that it
cannot go, is 'into instructional costs.
Simple logic and general knowledge of
past historywill make it clear that the state
legislature is not waiting around holding
thepassage.of the tuition bill until they get
the approval of Idaho's students. The bill is
likely to pass with or without our input, the
choice to .make a positive difference with
student input and consideration on this bill, .

.'

.

Reagan's Voodoo Arms Control
is entirely up to us. Too many times,
students act as a reactionary group, when in
my view our most effective role is one in
which we work with not against the Stat:
Board of Education
and the state
legislature.
So, to reiterate, I am not in favor of the
tuition bill, btit I do recognize that the
current structure needs to be revised. What

The Innocent Bystander

R*8.V.P., .Russkies
By Arthur Hoppe
"The pleasure of your company is requested for a strategic nuclear exchange on ... "
General Homer T . Petti bene testily crumpled up the sheet of paper on which he had been
scribbling. "No, no," he groaned. "That won't do at all."
.'
"
. Lhad gone over to the Pentagon to ask why we were spending $1.2 billion on refurbishing
three World War ..11battleships to fight World. War III. But I could't help pausing at the
door of General Pettibone's office to inquire as to what he. was up.to.:
.
, "Somebody has lO.· draw tip these pesky invitations to the Russians, ,i said General
Pettibone, scowliitgi'~Aild believe you me, .it isn't easy."
"Invitations?"
".
'.
.'
"Certainly. The president has proposed a $4,2 billion program to evacuate two-thirds of
the Americanpublicfrom
all cities of more than 50,000 people in the event of a nuclear war.
And a smart move-too. How would you like to be in the shower when a tenmegatonner
went off next door?"
....
' .." , . ....
..
.
"That could be embarrassing,'
I agreed. "I think I might leave town on the spot."
.

...

.

"Oh,thatwourd
be much tootate,' .saidGeneral Pettibone. "We strategic planners
calculate it would take you at .leasta week to pack up and moveout:"
'. "A week?'.~.
'. .
..'
.... '., .'...
. '.
.'
..
. " "Well, you know all the' nagging.little details yo~ haveto ~tend to when you're taking the
fanrily onatrip.y
ouhavetoremembeqostop
the paper, pick up your Pants atthe cleaners
. and postpone y()llt den~ aPpoiri~eJ1t.:"·"
.
",,'" "

~

.-", ._,'~

.

I advocate, is student participation in the
restructuring of this system so that student
needs and concerns are put first, What I do
support is a bill that provides for student
paid instructional fees and at the same
time, places a ceiling on general student
fees.. What lam
working for. is more
equitable
and sensible
sharing
of
responsibility between students and the

state in the funding of higher education.
What I am simply trying to say, is that we
can accomplish so much more when we
work together and why not have student
input and student concerns represented on
the legislation that is going to affect us so'
vitally?
Deanna Gibler
Vice-President ASBSU

"You're right," I said. "I always do have trouble setting that darn timeron the lamp and
. the radio so that burglars wiII think we're horne. It always seems to turn them Oil at 8 a.m,
. and off at noon."
.
"Don't forget to gas up the car, check the tires and have your kids go' to the bathroom,"
he said.
.
"
"Yes," Isaid gloomily, "Then tliey'jj fight for a seat by thewindo~andtwenty
miles
down the road my wife wiII begin wondering whether she' forgot to lock the cat door.
Frankly, General, I'm not looking forward to World War III at all.'
.
"Well, it's not going to beall beer and skittles," he admitted. "And, speaking. of skittles,
we'll.be asking you to bring some food along. Bake up a Tuna Surprise or something. I'm
worned too many cheapskates wiII arrive with a carton of macaroni salad. That's what
happens at these pot-luck 'affairs. ".
. . ,
"Have you any suggestions about what we should wear to World War III?,' I asked.
"Nothing's been finalized yet,". he said. "But we're thinking along' thelines of casual .
attire. In fact, I'm putting 'Informal' down on the lower left corner of these invitations to
the Russians. ~'
"I don't quite understand why we need these invitations," I said.
,- "Go?d he~vens, man," heexclaitlledincredulously.
"If we expect the Russians to give us
a week s notice before they launch a nuclear attack on us, it's only fair that we give them a
week's noticebefore we launch a nuclear attack on them."
. _
"
"That does make sense," I conceded.
.
"Let's see;" he said, "how does this sound? 'The Presidenr and Mrs. Reagan request
your particip!tion in the launching of ... 'prat
it! Where's my copy. of Amy Vanderbilt?"
".,<".

'.

.

•

**~

.'

. , .

,

.~'One last thin~," Isaid. "It we evacuate the population of Megapolist0Eas(Gerbilford,
WO?'t ~
Gerbilford then become a major target and won't the. Russians simply re-alm
their missiles?"
. ....•.....
..
. .•.....•.
.~'if theydisplay that kind of bad sportsmanship, "saidGe~eral
Pettibone witlis. sniff,
~'~e'lljust have to ~Ithe whol!: thing off." (Chronicle Publishing CO~'1982)'
."
'0

.
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"Twigs;"'Basque
Center,
8pm. 384-9121.
.
"Lovers and Other
Strangers," Mainstage Dinner Theatre, Owyhee Plaza,
8pm,336-9[51.
.

BSU Humanities.
Fair.
Spring
Madrigal
Dinner
with Charles Dickens,
7:30pm, St. Paul's Catholic
Center.
Ivan Doig, non-fiction
journalist/author
lecture,
8pm,
Boisean
Lounge,
SUB.

"Art in Public .Places,"
lecture,
Edward
Lawson,
7pm,. Boise Art Gallery.
. Faculty Wives and Women Fashion Show, Noon.
Ballroom; SUB.
"Poetry
and Magical
Music,"
lIam, -I 2:30pm,
YWCA.

Chaffee Bash, I pm., Julia
Davis Park. Bandshell.
,

....

,Humanities
Fair.
Spring Madrigal
Dinner
with Charles Dickens,
7:30pm St. Paul's Catholic
€enter.
.Smithsonlan Lecture.
"Champions . of American
Sports,"7:30pm
Big Four,
SUB.
"A Coupla White Chicks
Sitting Around
Talking,"
Boise Little Theatre, 3425104,
'
Smithsonian
Lecture.
"The
Art of Scientific
Illustration,"
7:3bpm, Big
Four, SUB.
'
Emmylou HarrisCountry Western Show. Gym,
TBA.
. SPB Films: "The Ruling
Class,"
& "Siddartha,"
7pm, Ada Lounge. SUB.
'. ' "Lovers and Other
Strangers,' Mainstage Dinner Theatre, Owyhee Plaza,
8pm, 336-9151.

"A Coupla White Chicks
Sitting Around
Talking,"
Boise Little Theater, 342510'1.
"Twigs," Basque Center,
8pm, 384-9121.
"Joggin'
for Your Noggin' " lOam, Fort Boise
Community Center
March of Dimes
"Walkamerica"
7am, Fairgrounds.
"Lovers and Other
Strangers,"
Mainstage Dinner Theatre, Owyhee Plaza,
8pm, 336-9151.
Band and keyboard percussion
concert,
8: 15pm,
Music Auditorium.
SPB Films, "The Ruling
Class,"
& "Siddartha,"
7pm, Ada Lounge, SUB.
Smilhsonian
Lecture,
"The World of the Giani
Pandas,"
7:30pm,
Big
Four, SUB.

Approximately 10 exhibitors Will'
participate in)he Management Resources
Fair from lOa.m. to 5 p.m., Wednesday,
Apd128, featuring an assortment of
management resources from office
computer systems 10comprehensive health
. plans for employees.
.
As an additional part of the fair, BSU
Career and Financial Services is presenting
Dr. James Read, head of'the St, Alphonsus
Hospital Wellness Program, with a talk on
health maintenance at 9:30 a.m. in the BSU
Student Union Building Big Four Room: A
panel discussion of worker productivity wil
follow a! II a.rn., and at I p.m. a
'.
discussion of how to deal with angry, upset
people will be conducted by Dr. Marlin
Guy-Seidenfeld,

.

The fair is sponsored by both the
Treasure Valley and BSU student chapters
of the American Society of Personnel
Administration.
"The fair is a fund raiser for ASPA,"
Mike Bull, president of ASPA'sstudenl
chapter said. "We plan to use our share of.;
tlie proceeds to buy a movie camera for
B~U Careedln~ Financial S~rvices w~ich
Willbe used to film students 10 mock Job
interviews to order 10 help them develop
beller interviewing 'skills," he said.
The faids free to the public. Atidilional
informalion is available from James Doss
at 385-1127.

•

John Romero,
.
performance major,
sent his senior recital M
April 26, at 8:15 pm i
II ~ of the BSU MusicBU~~in~..
.
e nr:~onwi~~
rec/t
an
i
ro~bo:
ce n
'
y

Big Pine: Million Dollar Cowboy Band. Thurs.-Sar.
Bouquet: Camera, Thurs.-Sat.
Boise Underground:
Novas, Thurs.-Sat.
Bronco Stables: Billie Bee and the Stingers, Fri. &
Sal.
the Club: Robell Brothers, Thurs.-Sat.
Crazy Horse: Conspiracy, Fri.-Sat.
Pi, a, Fireside: Eclipse, Thurs.-Sat.
schedGellile Ben's: Gentle Ben, Tues-Sun.
aturday,
Gin Mill: The Bill & Bob, Thurs.-Sal.
mpie's on
Lock, Stock &'Barrel: Vern Swain
." rd from II
, me and get Pengilly's: The Brickside Players, Thurs-Sat,
grime off of Red Lion Downtowner: The Affair, Thurs.-Sat.
The Royal: MCM Enterprises, Thurs.-Sat.
only S I. There
xtra charge for Rusty Harpoon: Windfall, Thurs.-Sat.
g.
Sandpiper: Jurnpcut, Thurs.-Sal.
Tom Grainey's: Wendling & Hansen, Thurs.-Sat.
Whiskey River: W. Allen Hall & ss, Thurs.-Sat.

*

The Honors Program invites a!1 students,
friends to attend Melody
presentalion "The Artist in
You," Thursday;A:pril 2i III 7 pm in the
Library Confcrence Room, LJIO. Ms.
Lighlfealher, a Pima Indian, is about the
only living member 'of her lribe who still
does some tradilionalans forms':"weavings,
water color, scrimshaw-which
depicts
cUllurally ,ignificant artifacts, symbols and
faculty and
Lightfeather's

The annual" BSU Undergr~duille

,'oll

'S.Ii"'" and Sale opens ~lollday April '26 10
thr BSU MuseulIll)f Art 'n Ihe bberal Am
Building. The gailen ,,,II'(,e opcn Ihrough
MaY'7 from 9 am to ,5 pm. \\ce~da}l., and

. froi1Tirr.rm

lO

Non-fiction aUlhor Ivan Doig will
speak on .. How a Non-Ficlion Book
Happens" as pari of ttie Writer &
Artists series, Thursday,April
22 at
8pm in the BSU Student Union
Boisean lounge.
Doig is the author of This. House
01 Sky (nominated for Ihe National
Book Award), Winter Brothers and
The Sea Runners.

ceremonies.

Ms. Lightfeather will also lecture to Dr.
Ourada's Indians in the 20th Century' class
on Thursday, April 22 at 10:40 am in l237.
Ail Honors students are welcome.
Finally, a public showing of her work
. and personal demonslrations will lake place
on Friday, April 23 from 9-\1 am in the
Ada lounge of the Student Union Bldg.

5 pm Salurdays.

The Unemployed of Idaho is s,taging a demonstration
protesting
rampant
.unemployment
at One. Capital
Center on Main Street Friday,
the' 23rd, from 12 to 2
p.m. The pickel line will be demanding
jobs from J.R.
Simp!ot Co. and Idaho corporations.
-

-C;i~l;;"h'

Vocational Technical
School Hobo March Week.
through April 30.
Senior' guitar
recital,
John
Romero,
8:15pm,
Music Departm~nt
Room
III.

"Lovers and Other
Strangers,'~ Mainstage Dinnef Theatre, Owyhee Plaza,.
8pm, 336-915[,

! .
~'Lovers and Other
Strangers,"
Mainstage DinnerTheatre,
Owyhee Plaza,
8pm,336-9151.

Justice Department Seminar,
"Sexual
Abuse of Children,"8am,
Big Four, SUB.
Annual Art Student 'Exhibition and Sale - through
May 7, Museum of Art, LA
Bldg.
"Lovers and Other
' Strangers,"
Mainstage
.
Dinner
Theatre,
Owyhee
PlaZa, 8pm, 336-9151.

Orchestra Concert, 8: 15
p,m., Music .Auditorium.
Geology Lec:ure. Tim J.
SChowalter, "Interpretation of Subsurface Hydrocarbon Shows," 2pm Room
121, old Science Building.
Criminal Justice Department Seminar,
"Sexual
Abuse of Cliildren,'~ 8am,
Big Four, SUB.
Management
Resource
COunty Fair,
lOam-5pm,
Gym.
'
l:Iobo Jungle Yard Sale,
Stadium parking lot, 8am"'5pm.
Human Resources Semi,nar, 9am, Big Four, SUB ..
Miss Boise Scholarship
Pagent informalion
session,
7pm,
KTVB
Conference
Room. '

. ~
....,..

*
*
*
*
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BSU."hoboes" will invade the Treasure
Valley area Friday, April 30, for the 28th
annO;11 Hobo March for BSU Vo-Tech
School scholarships.
.
Colorfully attired Vo-Tech facuhy and
student volunteers will solicit donations
from' pedestrian lind vehicle traffic from
about 7 am-noon.
Afterwards, , the student hoboes wiil
gal her at Pioneer Park in front of Ih: Idaho
Capitol for hobo stew and costume
judging.
The march for donations will top a week
of the BSU school's Fiftieth Anniversary
activities, which will also include a giant
yard sale April 28-29 from 8 am-5 pm both
days in Bronco Siadium Parking lot oil the
corner of Broadway Avenue and University
Drive.
Those interested in donating items for
the sale may telephone the school's offices
at,385·1431 or 385-\144 to have Ihem

T-0icked

up.
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comer on the possibilities Ihae can make up our reality.) I would rder those critics to
Ihe transition that can be made in,our modern world (rom tree line in the Himalayas in
a t.iescending path (ill a matter of days) to the lowlands; it's' all quite ·similar·.
It must have laken a vivid imagination to act in Quest. The actors make,us sec how·
unnecessary all the verbaL mishmash we use really is;' when you take away the
sophistication 9f language' we do appear in our ~ore ani~alilitic slale. I'm lert
wonderingwhat it look ~orecuperate; rrom Ihisacling assignment, and how 10ng it. look
Ihem 10 toughen Iheir feet to handle the· terrain barefoot.
' .
So, if you wanl to sec the cutest. woolly .mammoths and sabenoolh tigers yet ~n

screen, .and if you've always pondered .lhe origins of ,lapstick. and the backyard
bar·b·que. Qum for Fire is a movie for yolJ. h's changed my sex lire. Jim:Hale

Cat People

Cal People is.a dog and,'Director P.lur.'Schrader is its masler. Schrader's' ~eer is
proof, in fact, thaI In Hollywood nothing suCceedslike failure.
.
Schrader's career.began with the almost p<;rfectBlue Collar, a searina porlraya' or.
Detroit aUlo workers slarrlng Richard Pryor,.Harvey Keilel, and Yaphet 110110.NcXI.
came T.axi, Driver. the viplent and perhaps overlong, and . i:nelodram~tic study" or .a' .
,psychotic
Vet tumed
"hero.'·'
Taxi
starred
Roben' violence.pronevet
~'You, talkin' 'to :me?'~
lel's get down to the basic premises: Qurs, lor Fire presumes that 80,000 ye~rsago
DeNlroaodVietnam
Jodie FOSler.
William
DeYane
played
Schrader's
in the
,here were small bands of humanoid/ape likecreatures
vying
for
the
basic
~eC~Slllestr
iII.paced.
Rolling' Thunder, a film. that relished brutalilY (In' one ,cene DeYane is
e
life, food, shelter and kinky ,ex. Now.,som of Ihe,e.crea!ur~ had an eas,er ~,.m~0 ~
tortured by having his hand jammed into a kilchen sink's growling8arbage disposal).
'Ihan olhers,' and we call that 'evolullon, As Ihe tule .•mphes, Ihe posse~~".1U1
,- Ameri'"'!n;f;.igold,h\s nexi film.:seemed'I!,:b,c ,Schrader's n~dlr.Gigo!o spill /1QI30
'utilization of.fire symbolicallyand Iilerallyseparated our human,brolhers,an slSlers
neally 1010IWOfilms. The first half,howed creamy. glossy, SlylizcdOeverly 'Hill,
'from ourapelike ancestors. and ,pawned the first gourmet cookmg.
."
high.llfe. The 'lyles of Ihelwo halves"werec1ammglyat Odds.'Wilh 4():wallaCllngby
.Beware!FU;ldamenta'Christianswill tell you thal'people wcr~crealed~O,ooo:::r~
RichardGere~ndlaure~ HUllon.Gigolo·sboth,hal~" {Oledinto.a dl~Slerous !'bole.
. ago, Fossilevidenceproves Iha•.mankind appeared on Ih~s~ne 10our,~r ect.m .
CorI'eople, whoseSCOplproblems recallGigolo. i' perhaps worse. In Ou, each scene
viSllge,rcplete with vibram soles, hamburgers and the.mlss,onary
that from seen'. film',hat'was genuinelyCunny;with' charllC1er,icared for. and a ,ubject mattet . clashedwith the'ccnes Immedialelypreeeediligand following it. Thus, there's no mood
Inlellec.uals from.all dlscipli~es'."illprove.b~o~d Ihe'~~~~:~ultures las If h' is ihat intriglJesarid faseln.atesat a primordlalleYel., '. ..... . .. •
.,'.
crt.",po io the film. Schradersl~'"
riolll'~'stylizcd,'wOUId-be,pookf,~~e;lo'a'
their scientific- studies of rO~11 CVlbdenhce~
and~tXlste~d)~Volution did not h~PPe.n this . '. U anyone,t~ld ple tha.~I ~as BO.ing.to.-si,1fOf·~\\-'O hours and Walch a film, with'.no: ',-rcllliMic.~uld.~ nO~aI scene.to a styliZed! ••:.Thc.film."Ot"no. rhythm; it's a m~.
possible for anyone to be unlamled y t. e moern ~or.
.
Fi
I' Englishwords ,poken (and no subtitle,), .and cnjoy it, I would have been dubious; al'
rak" ,1\\'0tyPkal<cene,. for example. John Heard, our' meaHlOd.potato<sNiuure
way. If you nnd an anihropOlogiSlgivingyou shU.for Ilk,"! h~u"':!~~Ii~tr~f~~1 y best. NOIonly did I enjoy Ihelwo hours,lw .. fascinated and riveled. I WAnte<!
more. Boyhero, is making moves on an ,,!ractive yet.unresponsive Nast..,le Kln'ki a, Ihey'
remind him of Homnse Powderrna~er'Iand that Sh~ul~~nQu~~ :here is agplabsible
Yes, Questfor FIll' is violent. Ills also graphic, bloody,' andmo'l blatanl in lIS drive oulside New Orleans. This is .. realistic scene; an~ Heard 'piays it ,charmingly.
Esscntially. for every fault of paw:u
'.
sexuality;I did not think It was~ensatinnal(exceptcince,niaybe), I went.10see it.wlth a Even Kin'ki i' convincing, no longer th.-plywOOddoll she was in T';.l:S, Then tt,e scene
Y ars you c.an 10 .
theory thai allows fnt.the POI'
rtr3h :1l;,no.~h'·la~:cri~
:~'onIY the petrified ,hadowscif' couple o(,queaiid,h people (theycaIHhemselves. sensltive);-and Iheydidnot find If shifrs. The camera .fixes on ,what wO're told is Heard's fishbig cabin: an aona.red
t·
' The'llakers of Qurst rea .zc I a • ~
, h
'f' t'
dour
offen<ive;either, I have atendeney tOalver my eyes at utterly graphic violence onlhe
building noating ominou,ly'ab,ove the '.blue bayou'sg,..n ~attaiis,. But we . know
being" and they d~re.use their ~~~alion~t~~pn·';f~~;:.r~
~~e:~'i:i~'';::nthif
screeii,"oi bcciluseiam intellectuallyoffended, but because lam Srosscdouland hurt. Heard·s.an All-American Down-Home DoY,andIbat .this•• bin could neverb< his,..1t
theoriesofhumankmd s meager ","5,"OIn85· 0 .
DeSmond />forris 10 help (and I don~t'wanllo puke inth'-lheat~,)Jlecau'.1 was watc:!ling'brutaUtyin a brutal belongsto Ihe Hollywoodpain,!=w who havHnamel1cd
it up for a llirector'too'aware '
endeavor they hired the popular, butsonl"",:hat t'U~~;e or deny anthroPological .....tld' wasnol itffecledlhlS;way,;"~ch ihe sr.ow WayI Miriolh~rrined wb¢n I visita
he's workins Inlechnlco\or.Dack:to-back. both sCC!lesdeslroyeach(llher:We ehd ui> .
malmain a· semblance of accuracr (not ~~t1~ ~k 6fhe Noked AMQf Ihe sixties, a faimitndsee piss flJcking:and acitshit ori:my shOes." .•.... .... ..".,
disbelievingeach. And so It goes, fort~eentlr~movie" " '.' ..' , .,'
'" '. :'
evidente). Youm~y.....:all D.Morndrom . eu . , .• - .... '11 ovet IhcYel\is, ',,,
' The-·i'i1rrt.
ins.'.OfQu.. e.«).n .70
.....
IIIIt!. mues. 'it..iltiAdy,stunning scen~ryall, the mo~e,. .'Th.ere.,.,areot.h
erp.robl~., .100
..,. Oral..Ullo
..u.VlOlen.ce
..•'~.hodd.r'p<;c:.a.l.
e.HeclS...~.lidd.y;
book filled wllh.asscrllon. Ihal have essentiallybeen a"";,.
I WIISleft :f<!dingtIlit _1l1J~dous; .Ot!e ci:ftlclsrnI've ,~:
!evelldel: QlI6ll, Ihatthe radical change In. .sound., Ansy:l'pooksy .<!tCots ~ hghtl~g. Schrader. film .sgOlem all, Save,your
' So much 'for Ihe actual factual a'7": 0: QutS~[.:ii1;~d, like
l of.lhe. . sCenery f~m north,w"!'ds rain fo~!olow~nd
.. vannahiltat thecharaeters make ,:.lmon~ ~dcat ..hIheI94~~~o. ~inalCrttl'fopie
nexltlmeushOVo'son 1'\',1', lhe .'
maybe.lustlllJybe
scenwhatJhose
rr P rases .tnean
ofllvitig;:J'd.sso:
'!unn. the!! .qaes.
(ls\IOlposslble ~1~cettain'Y.d"
Iike,to think !bllthey have a "eWslc~,::,,;
'. ,::::.',:",:'>' . :. :.! .'
:
Anthony.
Burt
filtest, hutller~.andI'd
g&lberer~,
an~ cvolUlIon,rully
, .. itlle1mi
C".'
. .
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by}ohriOdziemelc
May 1, KBSU-FM90:Iwillair
the Boise
State Alumni game in its entirety,livefrom,
Bronco Stadium. KBSU's John Jansonand
·Gene Hayes will call the action in the'
annual spring classic.
The broadcast will not, only feature' the
debut of the 1982 varsityteam.Tt.will
also
feature a halftime interview with Boise
Stale President John Keiser, highlighting
the 50th anniversary for BSU, and an
in-depth look at Canadian Football League
star Cedric Minter. Minter is the all-time
leading ground-gainer for the Broncos.
Kickoff is set for 7:00 p.m. in Bronco
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Lou Onofrio has been named Assistant
Director. of 'Athletics"
at Boise, State
Universit y 'according
to Director
of
Athletics GeneBleymaier. Bleyrnaier made
the announcement,
today.
Onofrio's
appointment, which will begin on or before
June I, 1982, is subject to State Board of
Education approval.
'
Onofrio comes to Boise State. from
Shawnee Mission, KS. where he spent the
las I three years with the National Collegiate

Alhleti~AssoCiation,(NCAA);,
He,' worked, ,----..;.,'
in
Eriforcemenr and Legislative$eryiCes
Department
an' Enforcement Represen- .

the

as

tative.
',' .
,
' : Prior tojoiningthe'NCAA,Onofrio
worked as an attorney withthe Missouri
C()urtof Appeals JromI978 to 1979. He is
a' member .of the 'Missouri State Bar
Association.'
, Onofrio received his Juris Doctor degree
, from the University ofMissouri, School of
Law", in 'Columbia, MO, in 1978. , He
'received his Bachelor of Science in 1975,
graduating Magna Cum Laude from the
University of Utah with a 3.80grade point'
average. He was a political science major
and was a member of the Phi Beta Kappa
honor society.
While at the University of-Utah, Onofrio
was a -varsity football letterman and was
named.to the first team Western Athletic
Conference' (WAC) all-academic football
team in 1974 and 1975.
"I am very pleased and excited to have
someone of Lou's calibre in the position,"
, commented Bleymaier.

I'hunt> :J.t-1-2681

urken Wt·tl. t'(: Thur«.
S 10.0•

Stadium: The pre-game broadcast w.i!1
begin at 6:45 p.m. with game coverage at
7:00p.m. on KBSU 90.1. ,
' "
"Students will be admitted free at the gate
with their .studentHr's, along with kids 12
and under. All other tickets will be $3.00.

81h Slrt·t>' :\lurkt>II)lu\,t·

$9.00 with BSU nT.

Hi~lt· •• humpu"

Associated

Student Body

SENATOR
from the School of Vo-Tech

For the return of typewriter

Must be a Iull-tlrne student, 'have at least a 2.25 GPA,
with a declared major in Vo-Tech.

(in good condition)
'removed

from ASBSU

Opening is for this semester only.
Deadline for applications is May 5.

offices during
weekend

of Apri I 10- 1 1. _

No questions

For more information, see Mary Lou Virgil
in AsBsU, 2nd floor of the SUB.
385-1147 or 385-1440

asked.

Call 385-1440,9

Intramurals
Coed Softball-League A
April.l9
'Gamecocks 16, Nads 5'
NRFPTPll,
Fishers 6
Still Snafu 12, Saga 8
League B
April ]3
One Hitters I, 3 on3 0
Sig Ep Blasters I, Off Campus 0
Super Scoopers 12, Panthers 6
League C
April ]4
Islanders 19, Nyrnphos 7
Train III. 1"Amplexis 0
League D
April ]4
Spegis II, The Bookies 5
The Slammers 10, Khaos 8
League E
April 15
The ReI!nies 17, Ageless
Wonders 7
i1aldwins 12, Go To the Green 2
Yamamas II, The Green Socks 3

AM-5 PM.

=fBIFFY CLEAN
COIN LAUNDRY
Iron Gate Lounge
Presents.

B.S.U.
Facultv
.
.:,)

Calendar

...:;:...:::;.;:.;:..
-..,..--'.,.- __
April:",
','
, ,,'
..'.
22: Soccer; BSUSoccer' Club, vs.
N
P k (6 00
, Nampa, at
ampa, ar
,:
pm).,
"
23-24: Women's Tennis}, BSUat
Mountain West Conference
Championships, Moscow, ID(AII
day).,
"
,','
'Track; BSU hosts the, Bob .Gibb
Invitational,
Bronco Stadium
(4:00pm
Friday,
10:00 am
Saturday).
'24: Men's Tennis; BSU vs. Utah
State, BSU tennis courts (10:00
am). '
24-25: Soccer; BSU at Athletes
Foot' Soccer Tournament,
Ann
Morrison Park, Boise (All day).

>

1,736 B!"oadway

Now offering
, DlI"cpService
Laundry

Staff Hour

Tiki joe's Poolside' Bar Opening

Soon!

per load
plus. costS.

.

IT- ,._

, 'QUIK

,

,

Mon ...Thurs., 4:30 ..5:30'
2 for 1 drinks

..•. __RENT
~

••
••: IVTV -&APPUlNCE
STEREO - VCR- •
••
:
WASHER & DRYERS• ' REFR. - MICROWAVE;.. ••
••
:
DISHWASHER
- REN'T TQ OWN •
By Day. Vr'e,ek Mo. ",
o , NO DEPOSIT
•
o CREDIT APPROVED IN STORE, •
:
05263

:

DELIVERY'
EMERALD

376-7830

'• ,
:

:

•••••••••••••••••

NAVY NU,RSING:
2 C'AREERSIN1!,
First,
you're a Navy Nurse.
Professional
environment., Opportuni tyfor
advanced ,,'
training.
Immediate, supervisory responsibility.
And ~Tou're a Navy Officer. Travel,advent~re", salCiry. and bene,fits competitive
,to civiliannursint'~'
,\
Require~ents: BS~rdegree, orth~ee-year
diploma ,program withl,year'
related work:
expe,rience. Ferin'forma tie~ .cal'l ;
'See Clark Owsley at th~Student'Unioritod~y

from 9am to4prn.

,NAVYOFFICERSGP .P~NSIBILlTrF.A5t.·""

'.;
"

.~

....: ,"

,
;'

'.

,.

~
.

•

I

_

,~
i
••

_

Arms~'Narrative

, Two different defense nightmares have
.to aJirst strike. They assert that the mutual
killed.
.
.
.. '
haunted the Europeans since World War II:
This scenario for Detroit is horrible and . ability to destroy .the other's weapons
the prospect oi' a Soviet invasioriof
would increase the chances of either
yet also optimistic:Tl1e faetis that Detroit
'. Continuedlrom page 3
Western Europe and the possibility that the
striking first,
, would probably not be attacked by a single·
U.S. and the U.S.S.R; would .fight a
, The debate over these proposed weapons
one-megatonbomb,
but by between 5-10
nuclear war in Europe. The Western
illustrates a growing concern over the
megatons. .In an all-out .nuclear war,
Europeans
turned
to the U.S. for
effectiveness of intimidation; More nuclear
Detroit would be totally gone and it would
protection against the first nightmare and
. weapons
do not necessarily
make
identify various military options in the.
be decades or even centuries before anyone
thereby created the second. A rough
Americans feel safer. Last year,.65 percent
event of nuclear war. While we do not
. would brave the radioactivity to return.
balance of power existed in intermediate
of the American .people said they were
know the exact nature of those plans, the
The thol!ght is raised, that the survivor
range \"Veaponspossessed by NATO and the
concerned about the possibility of a nuclear
generilloutlineof
what is targeted in each.
of a nuclear war would find that the world
war.
) Soviet Union until the Soviets introduced
country is clear. Industry, leadership, and
as they knew it was gone. Most things
the longer range Backfire-bomber and the :
. Though warfare is as old as the history of
military forces are the three categories that
survivors cared about would no longer exist
SS-2O missile in the late 1970s. man, attempts to control arms are relatively
receive the ;most attention
from the
and everyday for weeks after the war they
The U.S. and NATO allies decided to
new. There were some successful efforts
targeteers. While. cities are not generally }; would watch people die.
respond to this perceived advantage shift to
between the World powers in the 19th
mentioned as direct targetsby-military
in
A distinctive feature of post-war world
.the Soviet Union by deploying 572 new
century: and a successful agreement after
either country ,it is clear that cities are
would be fallout.·· Fallout consists of
intermediate range missiles during 1983"84.
World War I prohibiting the use of poison
targeted because of their proximity to
radioactive particles which would fall back
It was. the decision to deploy these new
gas. However, most arms control proposals
major industry..
to earth after the explosions. Fallout is a
missiles that touched off the massive
have taken a long time to negotiate and
. Both the United States and the Soviet
kind of poison that can be absorbed
European demonstrations during late 1981.
been only minimally effective. .
Union have enough nuclear warheads to
through the skin, breathed in, or eaten. In
.The size and
intensity
of those
The first U.Si-Soviet agreement concernalmost totally destroy the other country'
causes radiation sickness, that often results
demonstrations were the result of a number
ing nuclear weapons was the Limited Test
even if they are, the victim of a surprise'
in death. 75 percent of the rural area of the
of factors and point to a general uneasiness
Ban Treaty of 1963 (LTBT). Not until the
attack by the other side. Estimates are that
United States and all of the urban areas
that Europeans have about the U.S.-NATO
Fall of 1969 did formal work begin on the
up to 120 million Russians would be killed
would be exposed to dangerous levels of
nuclear embrella that is intended to protect
next
Ll.Sv-Soviet
effort
at
arms
controlthe
in an all. out nuclear war and about 70
fallout.
them. .
.
Strategic Arms Limitation Talks (SALT).
percent of their overall industrial capacity
It is impossible to know much about the
1'<0 aspect of the nuclear threat
After two and a half years of work, the
would be: destroyed. Casualty numbers
'specifics of what the post-war world would
received more attention than the problem
U.S. and the U.S.S.R. signed the first
would probably be slightly higher for the . be like. We only know that it would be
of proliferation. At the moment, there are
SALT agreement in May of 1972. These
United States because we have a more
horrible.
~":'-'_--,-~---,---..,.----'six countries that are acknowledged
agreements limited the deployment of
. urbanized society: up to 140. million
the
members of the Nuclear Club; the United
.
antiballistic
missile
systems
and
began
the
Americans (over 60 percent of the entire
States, the Soviet Union, Britain, France.v
process of controlling the numbers and
population) would die and more than 80
If you belong to a group of people that
China and India. Most people agree that
characteristics
of strategic
offensive
percent of our industry would be destroyed.
are threatened by another, there are four
, Israel and South Africa also have nuclear
weapons.
. .,
In addition, an all. out nuclear war would ' basic ways that you can defend your rights
weapons-or could make them very quickly.
While the future of civilization depends
certainly spread to Europe and as many as
and independence: by conquest-defeat the
The problems with proliferation is the law
on the 'United States and the. Soviet Union
120 million Europeans would also die.
enemy; by intimidation-arm so heavily that
of averages. The more countries that have
preventing nuclear war it is disquieting to
Americans wondering whether or. not
the enemy can see nothing to be gained by
bombs then the more chance there is that
realize that neither side understands the
their city is targeted should assume that it
attacking; by fortification-build an irnpregone will be used in a conflict somewhere in
other very well. There are at least two
probably it. There are so many more
nable barrier between you and the enemy;
the world. Tlrere have been international
different
ways
to
view
the
Soviet
Union:
as
warheads than big cities it is likely that even
and by truce-convince the enemy that you
efforts to control proliferation--most
a defensive minded giant that feels
some cities of 10,000 people would be
would both be better off if you cooperated .
notably the Non-Proliferation
Treaty of
encircled by the U.S. and its allies, and as
.attacked.'
Since the dawn of the nuclear age the
1968--but these efforts have been only
an
aggressive
nation
that
is
'ideologically
To understand what a nuclear attack
U.S. has relied on one basic strategy to
partially effective. At least seven countries
motivated to expand its power. Like many
would do to a city you should imagine an
protect itself from attack-the promise of
that have the potential to develop the bomb
things, the true picture is probably a bit of
attack .on a typical urban target. A
devastating retaliation through nuclear
during the next decade will probably try to
both.
The
basic
question
remains:
despite
one-megaton bomb detonated at ground
attack. When the Soviet Union acquired
db so and many more countries could
our, uncertainty about Soveit intentions,
level in Detroit, Michigan, would leave a
enough nuclear weapons to inflict great
develop one if they tried. If nothing is done
can they be brought into a constructive
crater a thousand feet wide and two
damage on the U.S., a new policy evolved
to slow the spread of nuclear weapons, we
partnership
which
seeks
to
reduce
the
threat
hundred feet deep. As one walked away
called Mutually
Assured Destruction
may soon be living in the nuclear 'age
of nuclear war?
from the crater, there would be no
(MAD). This policy assumes that because
equivalent of an Old West town where
structures standing and no people -alive for
both sides have enough weapons that would
everyone. carries a gun.
about \.7 miles. During the next mile of the
survive an attack, each side would still be
walk you would begin to find a few
able to destroy the other. An attack by
structures standing although all homes
either side would therefore be suicide:
From the moment of Sputnik it was clear
wQuld~b.e.t:!"'tte.1.te.(L~.l?PtQKi,!Uately
half qL ,_ J'~.~U;8. h_~,s,.imp'leme.~ ted r-,1AD,
•that'space offered tremendous potential for
the people in this mile area would still be" through utilizing nuclear forces of three
military' applications.
Both. the Soviet
. alive, but almost all of them would be
different types: land based intercontinental
Union
and
the
U.S.
have
explored ways to
seriously wounded.
ballistic missiles (ICBMs),submai"ines
use satellites to kill other satellites as well as
As the walk continued between three and
armed with submarine launched ballistic
other things. To date, no satellites capable
four miles from ground zero, most
missiles (SLBMs), and manned bombers ..
of
destroying missiles, bombers or ground
buildings would still be 'atIeast partially
These forces makeup our strategic triad.
targetsv have been deployed, 'but there are
destroyed, but only 5 percent of the
The purpose of the triad is'.to insure that
lots of ideas about how this might done in
residents of this part of the city would be
our nuclear forces are varied enough to
. the future. The two. primary technologies
killed-vhowever ,half of them would be
guarantee that enough will survive to
that are being explored are particle beam
The University News,
injured. Also, fires would be a serious'·
destroy any enemy who dares to attack.
technologies and lasers. However, it should
1910Universitv Dr. Boise, ID
threat in this area and might· well be
..The biggest .challenge to the deterrent
83725.
.
be at least a decade before we know
burning out of control. Only as one reached
strategy has been the emerging Soviet
The University
News is
whether
it
is
possible
that
either
of
these
a distance of more than four miles from
capability to destroy 80-90 percent of our .
published weekly by the
new ideas might be. able to shoot down
, ground zero, would you find something
land-based missiles while we'. have the
students of Boise State
bombers or missiles.
that still resembled a city. Yet, even here,
current ability to destroy only 40 percent of
Untversity: Contributions
Efforts are also under way to develop a
many structures would be damaged and'
theirs. For this- reason, .many ~n the U.S.
and advertising are solicited:
bomber that would be invisible to radar
twenty-five percent of the population
have advocated new weapons like the MS
the editors reservc all rights.
(called .Stealth) and to greatly improve
would be injured and a few percent would
missile and the Trident II SLBM. These
Offices are located on the
anti-submarine warfare. Although many
be dead. Total casualties in Detroit for;an
new weapons would give. the U.S.
2nd noor of the SUB. Hours
people look to a technological break~
explosion during non-work hours would be
approximately
the same first st~i~e
8:30 to 5:()()Monday through
"through as a means of gaining security
more than 225 000 dead and half a million
capability as.the Soviet Union-~the abIlIty
Friday. 385'1464.
from existing weapons,it is more likely that
wounded. Ob~iousIY: the numbers would
to destroy about 80-90· percent· of. Soviet'
when the breakthroughs come they will be
be much higher if the explosion occured
ICBMs.
just another part of the problem, not a
during the middle of a work day. Those
However, opponents
of these new
solution; .
injured who. survived would face the grim
American weapons argue ~hat they make
reality. that 55 percent of Detroit's hospital.
the world more dangerou~ mstead. of ~afer
beds had been destroyed and that a large ., since they put bothcountnes on haIr tngger
number of nurses· and doctors had been
alert because of their common vulnerability

The.Consequences .of
.Nuclear War

has

Defusing

Bomb

t:

You Ain't Heard
Nothin' Yet

'.

. Can

-.

o.

We're

iYlSlliIIg It
Out!'

You Take
It?

,Tire~of Jusf SitfingA(ouQd?
Apply

now to Qet involved on the Student

Applicotions,being

occeptedfor

P~ogro~s

.)

Boord

the ,follOWing positions:

.<t Lectul'esChoirperson·

in STUDENT UNION LOBBY··
'j

I.

/

,·It'.s,Free •.

{l

Special Events Cha;r~erson

{l

Business

Manager

~E1eBrio" in the SPB oHlces.2nd
V;;gil;ntheASBoffices.

f1o~r SUB. or MaryLou

2nd floor SUa.
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"'Nowl If you think my family tree sounds weird.....

Phoebe & the Pigeon people'

:.byjay Lynch & Gary·Whitney:

Aninformed Citizenry
means education and this
Thursday, April 22,
educationtakes a new twist
at BSU.From 9 to t. in the SUB Ballroom the
Ground Zero Convocation will inform an audience
of students and Boise Citizens about the nuclear arms
nice: the politics,economics, morality, and ways you
can become involved. This week the Boise.Primer
'lists the agenda for the Ground Zero Convocation.
See ya there.
Thursday, April 12. 9 a.m .• to 7 p.m. at the Boise Stale
'University Student Uniorr Ballroom. Ground Zero Day 011 BSU
will-bring together student, faculty. and cnmmunlty members 10
discuw and debate the issue of nuclear WJr arms race and how it
affects us all.
.'
Thi'i free event. open to 'the public; will focus on the
economic, political and moral lmplications of the nuclear arms
race through slide and video prescntarlons.Jectures,
panel and
group discussions. and access 10 community organizations
involved with the issue.
9am.

9:05
9:20

9:50

Introduction

Jay Jester. Emcee. BSU Convocation Committee
Slideshow: "Nuclear War: Whal's In II fer You?"
Keynote Introduction: William Keppler, Dean.
Ans 'and Sciences
Keynote Speaker: Bishop Sylvester Treinen
"God Want' His People To Be At Peace"
Discussion Groups: Audience Participation Workshops

Panel I: "Nuclear War: Myths and Reality"
Moderator: Eric Malone, "AID
Speakers:
Gregory Raymond, Assoc. Professor, Political Science
"The Political Dynamics of A"p, Races"
Dill Blankinship, Captain, Nati4nal Guard
"Deterrence and Preparation"
MichaelBlain, Visiting Professor. Sociology
Economics of the Nuclear Arms Race"
Phoebe Lundy, Assoc. Professor, History
"Incomprehension:
U,S.A.lC.C.C:P."
James Maguire. Assoc. Professor English
"American Character and the Nuclear Arms Race"
12:20 Questions and Answers
12:30 Video-tape "Last Epidemic"
Ipm.
Brown Bag lunch and discussionof'video-tape
hosted
by Ingrid Brudenell, R,N .• lnstructor, Nursing
Ann Hausrath: Peace Quill Presentation
1:35
Panel II: "Alternatives to the Nuclear Arms Race"
i:40
MlJderalOr: Rob Flagg. aSU Student.
Doug Jonts Deputy Director of Bureau of Disaster
Services, Slateof Idaho: I'Civii Evacuation"
larry LaRocco. 'Democratic Candidale, U.S. House of
Representatives: "The Call for a MUluai Nuclear Weapon!>
l·reeze···
Bob Corbin.Assoc. Professor ,Sociology:"Perceplual
,Ahernalives"
John Smalec,CoordinalOr,lnterFai'h
Peace Fellowship "
jim Moore.Minister ,Presbyterian OlUrch,Peace Academy
Larry Houder. Minl~tcr. Mcnno!1itc Church
"Historic Peace Church Approaches"
Janice Burndl ..Snake River Alliance
Janice Pavlic, BSU sludent, Siudent In ....ol ...cmcnl
Norm Bishop. memb~r of lhc Boise busines'i community:
"'A,Concerned Cilizen"
.
Bob Kicl, Retired Air Force Colonel: I' A Relired Air furce .
CQlonel's Viewpoinl of lhe Nuclear Arms- RUl:c"
Questions- and Answers
2:45
3:15
local, Community and Nalional Group Meelings
Break
4:00
5:00
Mo....
ic. lOOn The'Beadt" a landmark film, Stanley Kramer's
far-reaching adaplation orNevil Shule's apocalyptic novel
con::erns the artennath of a nucl~ar-"war tha', has wiped out
. life on the Nonhern Hemisphere.
7pm. OmingCommenls
10:40.

The Real Puzz1e

N

Dates

I'

by Don Rubin

I

When the United States
Food and Drug Adminstratlon
ordered food manufacturers
to date their products for
shelflife and wholesomeness,
they never said anything
about codes. After all, who
would want to deceive you?
Each of the numbers on the
top of this can corresponds to
a date below. Using your
deductive reasoning abilities
as a guide (and your inherent
fear of botulism as an incentive), see whether you can
match them up.
Sept. 19, 1982 - - - Jan. 22,1982 - - - July 21,1982 - - - June 21, 1982 - - - ~
Aug. 4, 1982 - - - -

l

The Real Puzzle'" SoIuIion
LDS Church-Is it True arid all Others False? 24 hr.
Recorded Message 376-5885 or write P.O. Box 4523
Boise,83704
. .
"

.. h·
Name·c
:aalDS
o

Of the numerous variations
'possible In the Name chains
puzzle, we favored:·
KATHARINE Ross Martin
(Luther) King VlD9R
MINNIE Pearl Buck Henry
Morgan F AlRCHll.D
O. Hel!ry James Joyce (Carol)
,OATES
. ::. "
BOn Dylar. Thomas Jefferson
DAVIS
A1J)() Ray Charles Percy
Sbelley DUVALL
..NAT (King) Cole Porter
WAGONER
TINY Tim Conway TWITTY
DEBORAH Harry James.

DeaD Martin MULL

'

PHYLLIS George (Herman
•"Babe") Ruth Roman,
POLANSKI
SANDY Dt'nnlsJames
Coco
CHA}'iEL'
.

JODIE Foster Brooks Roblnson CRUSOE
BEATRICE Arthur GOdfrey
CAMBRIDGE
.
CALAMITY Jane Alellander
Hamilton JORDAN
WILLIE, Nelson Eddy Arnold
, PALMER
UPTON Sinclair Lewis Carroll O'CONNOR
HAROLD Lloyd Nolan Ryan
O'NEAL
GERTRuDE Lawrence HarveyKEITEL
TOMMYJobn Amos Otis
REDDING
ANTHONY Burgess Mei'edith
BAXTER',·,
.
LENNY BruCe Lee Marvin .
GAVE

~4Z~ .....

,3~3,6
"

~~Q(daYOf

'6 =1976

, day of yea~ar
the year

d!lY

11976)

",~year

of

1-Jan

month

12;;oec

1979

©

1962 United Feahn

Syndicate, Inc:,

'The Real Puzzle Prize
a

You could be winner . The firstth:ee People to
bring .the correct. answers for. this week's Real
Puzzle to the SUB Union Station wiU Wintwo free
tickets .to. a. Student. Programs Board's:' film .
double feature •. The . SPB movies show each
Friday:and Sunday at .'.7 POl.
. io. the Ada Lounge.

.

,;.

.

'..

'.'

,.

r

Chaffee Bible Study m~ts· 9:00 p.m.' Thursday
... nights in B-1 lounge. All are welcome; ,
Models wallted for commercial photo' assignments.
Immediate. need for attractive females over 18· tobecome product poster girls. Send photos and name
t,oMoore's Photography, 7128 Snohomish,Boise,
83709 or: call 362-3820 between9~5.·
.
0YERSEASJOBS-Summer/yearround.
Europe, S.
Amer., Australia, Asia. All fields. $500:.$1200
'monthly; Sightseeing. Free info. Write IJCBox
524DlCorona
Del l'yfar, CA92625 ..
Lost ring in the Science l3uilding women's bathroom.
Call Sussi 466-8239. Reward.
.
Step right. up to reserve yourclassi fied .ad in the
wor4,sigilup
at the Union Station
in the SUB froin 8:30
to4:30pm weekdays .
Pregnantand J;lee4help? Free pregnancy tests. Call
BirthriiJit 343·1898. ...
.
.

News: Adimea

am

